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Powerful waterfalls, romantic grottos and bizarre cliff formations – for thousands of 
years, the glacial waters in the Swiss Rosenlaui Glacier Gorge have been sculpting a 
fantastic works of art from the natural rock.

NATURE ITSELF IS THE 
BEST INSPIRATION.

R O S E N L A U I  G L A C I E R  G O R G E
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Unlike other toilets, AXENT.Infinity develops a powerful vortex water circulation to  
accelerate the water flow. The centrifugal force simply flushes waste away while clea-
ning the entire surface of the ceramic bowl, leaving nothing behind. The injection water 
outlets positioned at the side of the bowl propel water at maximum speed and accuracy 
to create a precise, splash-free flushing momentum. The AXENT.Infinity system uses 
less water than conventional toilets, is easier to clean and provides maximum hygiene 
protection due to its antibacterial and easy to clean finish.

A NEW GENERATION 
OF WATER DYNAMICS.

The water outlets propel water at maximum speed and accuracy 
to create a precise, splash-free flush.

F L U S H
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AXENT.Infinity technology can drain waste much further than regular toilets. Potential 
blockages in commercial and residential buildings are, as a result, lower. Longer-lasting 
safety against drain blockage solves one of the most important issues faced by archi-
tects, plumbers and building managers around the world.

Despite its power, AXENT.Infinity is very efficient. It actually uses less water than a con-
ventional 6 litre toilet. That reduces energy use (cleaning wastewater is an energy-in-
tensive process) and saves money at home. That’s the AXENT.Infinity footprint.

ANOTHER GREAT IDEA 
GOES DOWN THE DRAIN.

WA S T E - P E R F O R M A N C E
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AXENT.Infinity Silentium creates a powerful but silent vortex flow of water that swirls 
to cover and clean the whole bowl. Flushing with a standard toilet is as loud as using 
a vacuum cleaner to clean the house. AXENT.Infinity Silentium is much quieter. It re-
duces the toilet flush noise to below the level of conversational speech. Now that 
sounds great, doesn’t it?

HUSH, YOU CAN’T EVEN 
HEAR THE FLUSH.

S I L E N T I U M
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HYBRID. TECHNOLOGIES,
INTELLIGENTLY COMBINED.

Traditional toilet rim  // Toilets have a rim all the way around the bowl. bacteria and deposits under the fold, difficult access for cleaning.
Rimless toilet  // Less rim – less bacteria and less limescale. 
Rimfree toilet  // No rim – barely no bacteria and barely no limescale.

Rimless and rimfree toilets are one of the most recognized innovations of today. Al-
though they may not look much different to standard toilets on the outside, reducing the 
rim makes a huge difference inside. AXENT.Infinity is the world’s first toilet with a hybrid 
rim. The bowl around the back is rimfree while the front part is rimless preventing urine 
splashes on the ceramic, under the seat.

With no inner rim it is much easier to clean AXENT.Infinity making it more hygienic than 
traditional toilets. The powerful AXENT.Infinity Flush rinses the entire pan more effecti-
vely. Bacteria and limescale simply get washed down the pan instead of getting caught 
under the rim. All you need is a cloth to keep your toilet clean. And using less detergent 
means you are doing more for the environment.

Traditional toilet rim Rimless toilet Rimfree toilet

H Y B R I D  R I M
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AXENT.Infinity Guard is the ultimate protection for your toilet. The ceramic is pro-
duced with a special glaze based on a balanced mix of silver ions. It has excellent an-
tibacterial properties and reduces the growth of germs and bacteria on the ceramic. 
The toilet seat and the cover have an additional antibacterial finish and have been 
proven to actually reduce the growth of germs and bacteria by up to 99,9%!
 
In addition, the ceramic surface is coated with AXENT Easy Clean, making cleaning 
a breeze. The toilet lid and cover, if heavily soiled, can easily be removed, cleaned 
and remounted.

INSPIRING GLAZING 
TECHNOLOGY.

AXENT.Infinity Guard

Standard glazing
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THE BEST SEAT 
IN THE HOUSE.

The AXENT Quick Release technology means that the toilet lid and cover, if heavily 
soiled, can easily be removed, cleaned and remounted. Just gently lift the seat with one 
hand and return once cleaning has been done.

The Slow Close function ensures a soft and quiete toilet close. This avoids the annoying 
noise of a sudden slamming of the toilet lid and prevents children trapping their fingers 
between the seat and the bowl.

Slow Close  // Helps stop the seat and the lid dropping too quickly.

Quick Release // Helps remove the seat and lid making cleaning much easier.

C O M F O R T
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When you’re installing a toilet alone, it can be difficult to get everything aligned. AXENT 
Smart Fix is the ingenious solution. It is simple, pre-assembled and self-supporting. In-
stallation is quick and intuitive – just plug and fit. All you need is inside the supplied box.

Installation is done through the top holes of the toilet seat fixation. The toilet can easily 
be installed by one person alone. The greatest ideas are sometimes the simplest.

FROM INSPIRATION
TO INSTALLATION.

S M A R T  F I X
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INSPIRATIONAL CHOICES
FOR YOUR HOME.

Whether you have a “less is more” or “more is more” philosophy towards your ba-
throom décor, AXENT.Infinity will help you express your creativity. Choose between 
the Urban, Epic and Aura toilet seats. Together with the toilet  you will have the most 
popular design shape to fit every bathroom design.

C O L L E C T I O N
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The list of product advantages is almost limitless: The vortex flush maximises the 
rinse efficiency and is quieter than conventional toilets. The hybrid rim is significantly 
more hygienic, and the surface is antibacterial. AXENT.Infinity is very easy to install, 
and the drain line transportation performance exceeds regular toilets by far. AXENT.
Infinity has all the features to become the preferred toilet for architects, plumbers, 
building managers and homeowners who won't settle for second best.

ONE TOILET. INFINITE 
POSSIBILITIES.

Infinity Flush

Easy Clean Slow Close Smart FixQuick Release Glazed Siphon

Infinity GuardWaste-
Performance

Silentium Hybrid Rim
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S01.0100.04.04

Urban slow close toilet seat

S01.0300.04.04

Aura slow close toilet seat

S01.0200.04.04

Epic slow close toilet seat

T E C H N I C A L  D R AW I N G S

T01.0554.00.04

AXENT Oasis Wall-mounted toilet Hybrid

T02.0554.00.04

AXENT Grace Wall-mounted toilet Hybrid

T03.0554.00.04

AXENT Italica Wall-mounted toilet Hybrid
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A XENT International AG

info@axentbath.ch
www.axentbath.ch Z
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